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Elections in The Netherlands (March 15) 

Goals : 

 Focus on the perspective of the Medical Doctor

 Evaluate the concerns behind the use of biosimilars as an alternative to 

biologics.
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To be discussed: 

 Perception  of Medical Doctor on generic substitution.

 Early experience with biosimilars (epo).

 Perspectives of different stakeholders on biosimilars.

Generic drugs in The Netherlands (2015)

 Volume :    72.4% generic

 Cost:    16.5% generic
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Criteria for Demonstrating Bioequivalence

Two drug products are considered bioequivalent if 90% Confidence 

Intervals for both AUC and Cmax mean ratios fall entirely within the 

acceptance limits of 80–125%

Source: The European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products (CPMP). Note for guidance on the 

investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence. 

Available at http://www.emea.europa.eu/pdfs/human/qwp/140198enfin.pdf. 

Are drugs which are bioequivalent also interchangeable?

 Perspective of health insurance companies.

 Perspective of MDs.

 Perspective of PharmDs.

 Perspective of patients.
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Confusion and mistakes

 In The Netherlands the tendering strategy has resulted in too many 

substitutions from generic A, to generic B, to generic C, to generic D..

 Successively providing patients with different generic formulations will 

lead to irritation, confusion, errors and to reduced adherence.

Differences in appearance of innovator and 4 generic 

versions of fluoxetine. 
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Why do patients who experience changes in pill color have 

an increased risk of interuptions in medication use?

 Sorting out drugs on the kitchen table. 

 Visual cues paramount to identification of pills.

 Changes in appearance will confuse patients. 
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Generic substitution

 In Netherlands: reality for majority of drugs.

 Electronic prescription: generic name, not trade name.

 Save money, but fear for penny wise, pound foolish.

 If innovator drug is preferred: specify on prescription!

 Insurance company asks for explanation (allergy?)

 MD feels he/she has lost control. 

Biosimilars
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Three generations of therapeutic proteins

17

Generation 1: substitution products

 Hormones like growth factors or insulin

 Effect visible / measurable in hours or days

Generation 2: proteins with a specific pharmacological effect

 Like TNF-alfa inhibitors

 Effect only visible after some time, but not in all patients

Generation 3: proteins with a less concrete clinical effect

 “Targeted therapies” in oncology

 The effect is a statistical chance some time in the future (survival)

Erythropoeitin

 Whereas the pathogenesis of anemia of Chronic Kidney Disease is 

multifactorial, the decreased production of EPO with declining renal 

mass is considered the primary etiologic factor. 

 Anemia is associated with fatigue, weakness, and dyspnea, as well as 

worsening quality of life and performance status 
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The first rHuEPO: epoetin alfa

 Manufactured by Amgen, sold as Epogen ® in US for CIHD pts in 1989.

 Amgen transferred rights for all non-dialysis indications in the US and 

all indications outside the US (excluding Japan) to Johnson &

 Johnson, and its affiliate Ortho Biotech. 

Safety of erythropoiesis stimulating agents (ESAs)

 Cardiovascular events 

 More CV events and more hypertensive episodes when using 

higher doses of ESAs to achieve higher hemoglobin targets

 (FDA:  black box warning for all ESAs in 2007)

 Pure Red Cell Aplasia

 Case reports in mid-1990s

 “Epidemic” between 1998-2004
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PRCA (with innovator biologic!)

January 1998 - April 2004:  epoetin-associated pure red-cell aplasia 

175 cases for Eprex

11 cases for Neorecormon

5 cases for Epogen

Eprex:  polysorbate in stead of human serum albumin, and uncoated 

rubber stoppers of prefilled syringes?

After procedures were adopted to ensure appropriate storage, handling, 

and administration of Eprex to patients with chronic kidney disease, the 

exposure-adjusted incidence decreased by 83% worldwide.
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Biosimilar ESAs

 Currently, there are several biosimilar EPOs marketed in Europe by 

various license holders.

 However, these products represent only 2 biosimilar EPOs:

 - epoetin alfa (e.g., Binocrit ® , Sandoz)

 - epoetin zeta (e.g., Retacrit ® , Hospira, a Pfizer company)
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CHMP erythropoietin biosimilar application requirements

Approval biosimilar epoetin products
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Safety of  biosimilar ESAs

 To date, no evidence for an increase in PRCA or other untoward 

adverse events among biosimilar ESAs.

 Retacrit (iv/sc) : European data show an extensive treated population of 

patients without any unexpected adverse events [Michallet 2016] .

 Binocrit (iv/sc) : Majority of exposure data are favorable.

 But, one confirmed case and another suspected case of PRCA in 

patients receiving subcutaneous Binocrit [Haag-Weber 2012]. 

 (possibly unfolding of Binocrit protein due to tungsten species in the 

syringes) .

Biosimilar acceptance in 2014

Amgen 

Biotech 

Workshop 

2016
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Differences in uptake of biosimilars

 Between countries  

 Within one country between specialty groups. 
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Immunogenicity

 Biosimilars : different manufacturing processes and different master cell 

line, processing and purification, inert ingredients, and packaging.

 Need to know : also within the life span of a biologic drug there will be 

changes in the manufacturing processes, including purification, inert 

ingredients, and packaging (Eprex). 

Uncertainty

 Biosimilars are not identical but similar

 A deep understanding of bioequivalence and “biosimilarity” is not easy (for 

MDs)

 We have to accept – as with every other drug – that at the time of licensing 

there is always a certain degree of uncertainty
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Biosimilars create uncertainty with prescribers

 Biosimilars

 Don’t offer prescriber and patient a clear therapeutic advantage

 May offer a modest price advantage for the patient / 3rd party payer

 They may carry – as with any other new drug – some risk

 Doctors and patients don’t like hassle with their medicines
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How to build trust in biosimilars?

 Reduce the information gap

 Regulators can communicate their knowledge actively to medical 

professionals: 

 “The past 10 year there has not been a single serious incident with 

biosimilars”

 “The assessment system worked as expected”

 “Raised mistrust was not justified; we learned better in the 

meantime”

 Convince prescribers on the (financial) advantages for the 

society, without compromising quality of treatment.

38
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Netherlands

 Regulators and Pharmacists:    Biosimilars and biologics have the same 

efficacy and safety, and therefore they can be used interchangeably. 

Not a problem to change from one formulation to another in 

maintenance treatment (in close collaboration with prescriber). 

 MDs: Biosimilars and biologics have the same efficacy and safety,  and 

therefore they can both be used in a new patient. If patient is doing well 

on maintenance treatment then better not to change.  

Erasmus Medical Center Rotterdam

 Product Category Ownership:

 Involve the key opinion leader in specific area

 Identify push and pull factors: transparency

 Loyalty with producer(s)

 Sponsored projects with producer(s)

 Discuss preference for particular product

 Discuss price differences

 Discuss incentives for prescibers

 Negotiate with producer(s)
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Conclusion - 1

 Biosimilars are as safe as any other biological licensed in the EU

 Reluctance with prescribing biosmilars : no scientific evidence to 

support this reluctance 

 Almost 10 years of experience with well-regulated biosimilars did not 

show a single serious incident

Conclusion - 2 

Medical Doctors may still feel uncertain or reluctant to use biosimilars:

 - teach them

 - identify push and pull factors (transparency)

 - involve them

 - avoid repetitive substitutions among biosimilars

 - incentives work!



 Pharmacists have a key position

 - independent educators for prescribers and patients
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Biosimilars in The Netherlands  


